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Abstract—The central auditory nervous system (CANS)

undergoes language-dependent tuning to enhance linguisti-

cally relevant features of sound. However, less is known

about how dual-language exposure affects the CANS.

Recent reports indicate that Spanish-English bilingual chil-

dren and adolescents have larger neural responses to the

fundamental frequency (F0) of vowels, as measured by the

frequency-following response (FFR), a phase-locked

response to sound. Given the cross-language significance

of F0, this led us to hypothesize that enhanced neural

responses to the F0 are not unique to Spanish-English bilin-

gual children and adolescents but are instead a common

feature of a CANS with significant early dual language expe-

rience. In support of this hypothesis, we found that early

bilingual adults, representing more than a dozen languages,

had more robust FFRs to the F0 compared to English-

language monolinguals suggesting that bilingual experi-

ence imprints on the CANS in a similar fashion regardless

of the languages of exposure. Taken together, our results

suggest that early exposure to two linguistic sound systems

primes the brain to respond to the F0, a basic feature of all

speech sounds that signals important indexical information

for vowel, talker, and language identification. � 2017 IBRO.

Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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INTRODUCTION

There is a rich literature on the neurobiological correlates

of bilingualism (reviewed in Costa and Sebastián-Gallés,
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2014; Burgaleta et al., 2016). Yet, despite this wealth of

knowledge and the prevalence of bilingualism worldwide,

comparatively little is known about how extensive expo-

sure to more than one language affects basic sound pro-

cessing. Basic sound processing refers to the auditory

neuroaxis and its ability to process auditory information

that is not speech-specific, such as the fundamental fre-

quency (F0) (Corriveau et al., 2007; Hakvoort et al.,

2015). A variety of evidence leads us to propose that mul-

tilingualism might have an influence on basic auditory pro-

cessing within the central auditory nervous system

(CANS). First, nascent language learning, whether it be

a single language or multiple languages, proceeds in tan-

dem with the development of the central auditory system,

setting the stage for the reciprocal development of spoken

language and the CANS (Hepper and Shahidullah, 1994;

Moore et al., 1995; Moore, 2002; Byers-Heinlein et al.,

2010; Sanes and Woolley, 2011; Gervain, 2015). More-

over, although our understanding of how bilingualism

affects CANS function and development is limited (Vihla

et al., 2002; Krizman et al., 2012, 2014, 2015b), there is

ample evidence from studies of acoustic deprivation,

impoverishment, and enrichment that the CANS is influ-

enced by the acoustic make-up of the environment in

which a human or non-human animal is raised (Fujioka

et al., 2006; Sanes and Bao, 2009; Kral and Sharma,

2012; Skoe and Kraus, 2013; Webb et al., 2015). For

instance, in laboratory animals, auditory enrichment is

associated with increased synthesis of CANS synaptic

proteins (Alladi et al., 2002) and stronger responses from

auditory cortex (Engineer et al., 2004), among other out-

comes (Xu et al., 2009; Zhu et al., 2014). Consistent with

this, Ressel and colleagues reported that auditory cortex

is larger in adults who learned a second language (L2)

earlier in life (Ressel et al., 2012), a finding that echoes

previous work in late L2 learners (Wong et al., 2008).

Functional differences within the CANS have also been

noted between bilinguals and monolinguals. In a magne-

toencephalographic study, it was reported that Swedish-

Finnish adult bilinguals, compared to Finnish monolin-

guals, have increased auditory cortical activation to pure

tones and speech-like complex sounds (Vihla et al.,

2002).

A more recent line of work on basic auditory

processing in bilinguals (Krizman et al., 2012, 2014,

2015a) has focused on the frequency-following response

(FFR), a sustained auditory-evoked response to periodic

and quasi-periodic auditory stimuli, such as vowels, pitch

contours, and amplitude-modulated noise (Moushegian
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et al., 1973). The FFR, an electrical potential recorded at

the scalp, is a phase-locked response to sound that

reflects a complex composite of multiple generators within

the auditory neuroaxis including cochlear nucleus, inferior

colliculus and auditory cortex, with the relative contribu-

tion of each generator being dependent on the frequency

of stimulation, among other variables (Gardi et al., 1979;

Hoormann et al., 1992; Kuwada et al., 2002; Coffey

et al., 2016; Tichko and Skoe, 2017). For frequencies in

the range of human vocal F0 (�85–250 Hz), the FFR is

thought to reflect predominantly subcortical generators

(Kuwada et al., 2002; Coffey et al., 2016). In contrast to

the early cortical-evoked potentials that reflect sound

onset (e.g., P1, N2, P2, etc.), the FFR bears a close

resemblance to the stimulus spectrum. In fact, in many

cases, the stimulus can be recognized when the response

is sonified (Galbraith et al., 1995; Weiss and Bidelman,

2015), making the FFR a valuable tool for studying the

fidelity of basic auditory processing. The F0, an acoustic

correlate of pitch, is one of the more salient stimulus fea-

tures that is captured in the FFR (Skoe and Kraus, 2010).

However, there are gradients in the neurophonic quality of

the response (Weinberger et al., 1970) that reflect individ-

ual differences in environmental exposure to sound,

including the statistical properties of the auditory input

during development. For example, studies of speakers

from different languages (e.g., Mandarin, Vietnamese,

German, Finnish, French, and English) suggest that the

CANS undergoes language-dependent tuning to enhance

linguistically relevant features of sound (Krishnan et al.,

2009; Dawson et al., 2016; Intartaglia et al., 2016). In

native (adult) speakers of tonal languages, the FFR

shows increased fidelity to complex pitch patterns, espe-

cially those that closely approximate the spectrotempo-

rally dynamic pitch contours found in their native

language (Krishnan et al., 2009, 2011) and that are paired

with native timbres (Krishnan et al., 2011). This increased

fidelity in encoding pitch, however, does not generalize to

all auditory stimuli (e.g., linearly changing pitch contours)

(Krishnan et al., 2009) nor is it evident immediately at birth

(Jeng et al., 2011), suggesting a language-specific devel-

opmental tuning of the central auditory system that trans-

lates to heightened basic processing of sound in non-

linguistic contexts under some but not all conditions

(Bidelman et al., 2011; Krishnan et al., 2011).

If language-specific tuning of the CANS is evident in

the FFR, this sets up the possibility that dual language

experience might also influence this phase-locked

neural response to sound. The first study to examine

this possibility focused on Spanish-English bilingual

adolescents (ages 14–15 years) living in the United

States (Krizman et al., 2012); this study revealed that

bilinguals had larger FFR-F0 responses to a language-

neutral, speech syllable ‘‘da” than age- and demographi-

cally matched English-speaking monolinguals (Krizman

et al., 2012). Additionally, in the bilingual adolescent

group (but not the monolingual group), increased neural

representation of the F0 related to increased performance

on a test of sustained auditory and visual attention, espe-

cially when the FFR speech stimulus was presented in

background noise. A subsequent study, using ‘‘ga” and
‘‘ba” stimuli, compared Spanish-English bilingual children

(ages 8–9 years) who learned English and Spanish either

simultaneously or sequentially, and therefore differed in

the amount of bilingual experience (Krizman et al.,

2015a). This follow-up study found that simultaneous

bilinguals had larger FFR-F0 responses than sequential

bilinguals, when considering children of roughly the same

age (Krizman et al., 2015a). Like the adolescents, this

enhancement was specific to the F0 and was not seen

for the harmonics of the F0. There was also positive cor-

relation between the magnitude of the neural response to

F0 and years of bilingual experience; however, because

age of acquisition AoA and duration of second language

(L2) experience were highly inter-correlated in this study,

the underlying driving factor (age vs. duration) could not

be deduced.

These findings reviewed above converge to show that

the phase-locked response to F0 is enhanced in Spanish-

English bilinguals, but they raise the question of Why the
F0? That is, what about bilingual experience might endow

heightened neural responses to the F0? Human spoken

languages vary with respect to their acoustic phonetic

inventories; however, one common, perhaps even

universal feature of human language, is that all speech

sounds produced by a human vocal tract have a salient

F0 that provides an important cue to talker separation

(Darwin et al., 2003) and talker identification (Xu et al.,

2013). Beyond that, there is the seemingly language-

universal phenomenon for close vowels (vowels in which

the tongue is close to the roof of the mouth) to have higher

F0s than open vowels (Whalen and Levitt, 1995). Thus,

across languages, increased neural sensitivity to the F0,

as previously observed in Spanish-English bilinguals,

may serve to improve vowel detection, independent of

the language being spoken. More recent cross-linguistic

work suggests that there are also language-specific differ-

ences in voice F0 (both its median value and range) that

are unrelated to physiological differences in vocal produc-

tion across speakers (Majewski et al., 1972; Dolson,

1994; Mennen et al., 2012; Andreeva et al., 2014). Based

on this evidence, it can be argued that increased neural

sensitivity to the F0 may aid in discriminating languages

(Andreeva et al., 2014), something that bilinguals are par-

ticularly good at (Kuipers and Thierry, 2010). In addition,

bilingual speakers have been shown to modulate their

vocal F0 depending on which of their two languages they

are speaking (Altenberg and Ferrand, 2006), making the

F0 an important cue for monitoring within-speaker lan-

guage switches. Moreover, on speech sound categoriza-

tion tasks, bilinguals have been shown to place greater

weight on the F0 compared to monolinguals (Llanos

et al., 2013). The saliency of low-frequency acoustics,

such as the F0 in the prenatal environment and the sal-

iency of F0 during bilingual infant directed speech (Kyle

Danielson et al., 2014), also suggest that the F0 is an

acoustic cue that bilinguals may latch onto from an early

age. Finally, within the FFR, the response to the F0, espe-

cially for harmonically complex speech stimuli, dominates

over other harmonic components (Musacchia et al., 2007;

Skoe and Kraus, 2010), suggesting that experience-

dependent effects may be more readily observable for
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the F0 compared to the other spectral components of the

phase-locked response.

This collective evidence leads us to hypothesize that

enhanced FFR-F0 responses are a characteristic

feature of an auditory system that has undergone

significant bilingual experience. If this hypothesis holds,

we would expect the previous findings in children and

adolescent Spanish-English bilinguals to generalize to

adults with diverse language backgrounds. To test this

hypothesis, we recruited a diverse group of college-age

bilinguals, representing a total of 21 different languages

(including English), and a wide range of age and

duration of L2 exposure.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Participants

Participants included 53 young adults (10 males), ranging

in age from 18 to 34 years. All participants were students

at the University of Connecticut. Prior to any testing,

participants signed an informed consent document

approved by the institutional review board at the

University of Connecticut. Consent, as well as all testing

materials and instructions, were delivered in English.

None of the participants had a (self-reported) history of

chronic ear infections, premature birth, attention or

neurological problems. For their participation,

participants received either monetary compensation or

course credit (their choice). Three additional participants

were excluded from the final dataset because of

excessively noisy FFR recordings due to electrical noise

or high levels of myogenic noise.

All participants exhibited clinically normal auditory

function with normal otoscopy, normal bilateral air

conduction thresholds <25-dB HL for octaves from 125

to 8000 Hz, and auditory brainstem response (ABR)

wave latencies within normal limits for a 70-dB nHL click

presented at 31.25 Hz (Skoe et al., 2015). Normal outer

hair cell function was confirmed using a distortion product

otoacoustic emissions (DPOAE) screening performed

using a handheld screener (Madsen Alpha OAE

+ Screener, GN Otometrics). The F2 test frequencies

were 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 kHz with an F2/F1 frequency

ratio of 1.2 and an L1/L2 intensity ratio of 65/55 dB SPL.

The passing criterion for the DPOAE screening was a

DP signal-to-noise ratio >6 dB for four of the six test

frequencies.

Participants completed a survey of their medical

history, musical training history, and language learning

history. On the survey, participants rated the degree to

which they were exposed to their first language (L1) vs.

their L2 at different points in their life, broken down in

increments of three years (i.e. 0–3, 3–6, 6–9, etc.),

using a rating of 0, 25, 50, 75, or 100%, with 100%

indicating exposure to L1 only and 0% indicating

exposure to L2 only. In this study, we operationally

define L2 AoA as the earliest age at which the

participant was exposed to their L2 for at least 25% of

the day. Based on this calculated AoA, participants

were split into one of three categories: simultaneous
bilinguals, sequential bilinguals, or monolinguals. Total

years of bilingual experience was then calculated by

subtracting the calculated AoA from the age of the

participant.

The ‘‘simultaneous bilinguals” reported that they were

first exposed to their L2 between ages 0–3 (n= 16, two

males). For this group, both L1 and L2 were spoken at

home, and the current self-rated proficiency was 9.5/10

(on average) for L1, compared to 8.13/10 for L2, with

75% of their current language exposure being in

English. The L1 languages included English (�12),

Mandarin, Spanish, Tamil, and Telugu. The L2

languages included English (�4), French, Mongolian,

Portuguese (�2), Punjabi (�2), Runyankore, Spanish

(�4), and the Fuzhou dialect of Chinese. Nine of the 16

simultaneous bilingual participants reported having lived

outside the U.S. at some point during their life.

The ‘‘sequential bilinguals” reported that they were

first exposed to their L2 after age 3 (n= 21, five

males). For the sequential bilinguals, the age of L2

acquisition spanned from 3 to 18 years of age, with all

but four participants having been exposed to their L2

before age 9. The average L1 self-rated proficiency was

8.74/10, relative to an L2 self-rated proficiency of

8.48/10. On average, 78.5% of their current language

exposure was in English. Like the simultaneous

bilinguals, many of the sequential bilinguals had lived

outside the U.S. (n= 13); however the manner of L2

acquisition varied more than the simultaneous bilinguals.

Most of the sequential bilingual participants learned L2

upon entrance into an English-speaking school system

(n= 9) or spoke both L1 and L2 at home (n= 8). The

others reported learning their L2 when they first moved

to an English speaking country (n= 3), as part of a

language class (n= 2) or through media exposure (e.g.,

TV, radio) (n= 2). The L1 languages included Albanian,

English (�6), Japanese, Korean, Lithuanian, Polish,

Portuguese (�4), Russian, Serbian, Sinhalese, and

Spanish (�3). The L2 languages included English

(�15), Hindi, Malayalam, Mandarin, and Spanish (�3).

The English-speaking monolinguals all self-reported

as such (n= 16, three males). All but four of the

monolinguals had had some formal L2 instruction as

part of their primary or secondary education, although

their average self-rated proficiency was low (2.92/10). In

contrast to the two bilingual groups, none of the

monolinguals reported having lived outside the U.S.,

and the average amount of current English exposure

was higher, at 95.31% (on average).

The three groups were statistically matched with

respect to pure tone audiometric averages (PTA), using

a clinical metric that averages across 0.5, 1, and 2 kHz

(right ear: F(2,50) = 1.25, p= 0.30, left ear: F(2,50)
= 1.31, p= 0.28) (Table 1). The groups were also

matched on three measures of cognitive function

administered through the NIH toolbox (http://www.

nihtoolbox.org/) (Table 1). The NIH Toolbox test battery

included the Pattern Comparison Processing Speed

Test, the Dimensional Change Card Sort Test, and the

Flanker Inhibitory Control and Attention Test (Table 1).

These tests were administered according to the

http://www.nihtoolbox.org/
http://www.nihtoolbox.org/


Table 1. Group means (bold) and standard deviations for age, age of acquisition (AoA) for their second language (L2), self-rated current proficiency of

L1 and L2, current English exposure, years of musical training, pure tone audiometric thresholds (pure tone averages (PTA), and cognitive measures

obtained with the NIH toolbox and IVA tests for the simultaneous (Sim) bilingual, sequential (Seq) bilingual, and monolingual (Mon) groups. Significant

group effects are flagged with *.

Sim Seq Mono F, p

Age (years) 20.94 22.19 20.13 2.40

2.54 3.86 1.26 0.10

L2 AoA (years)* 0.00 6.14 8.60 17.07

0.00 4.60 5.62 <0.005

L1 Proficiency (/10)* 9.50 8.74 9.81 5.39

0.89 1.36 0.54 0.01

L2 Proficiency (/10)* 8.13 8.48 2.92 51.91

1.89 1.54 1.24 <0.005

Current English Exposure (%)* 75.00 78.57 95.31 8.10

12.91 19.82 10.08 <0.005

Musical Training (years) 6.81 5.05 2.69 2.83

6.33 4.74 3.28 0.07

Right Ear PTA (dB HL) 8.54 10.16 10.94 1.25

4.83 4.11 4.30 0.30

Left Ear PTA (dB HL) 7.29 9.68 8.54 1.31

4.34 4.04 5.05 0.28

NIH Toolbox Pattern Comparison (percentile) 78.13 65.90 66.04 0.70

26.43 34.37 40.42 0.50

NIH Toolbox Dimensional Card Sort (percentile) 67.66 61.90 73.49 1.61

15.84 24.12 15.61 0.21

NIH Toolbox Flanker (percentile) 64.80 66.82 65.48 0.04

21.69 18.28 24.03 0.96

NIH Toolbox English Vocabulary Test (percentile) 62.88 65.71 70.88 0.39

31.25 26.86 18.70 0.68

IVA Attention Quotient (standard score) 98.63 91.40 90.88 0.43

15.32 30.77 29.97 0.65
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guidelines of the NIH Toolbox. The groups also did not

differ on the IVA + Plus Test (Brain Train, Inc), a test of

integrated visual and auditory continuous performance,

for the attention quotient or any of the other subscales

(Table 1).

The groups, however, differed on their self-reported L1

proficiency, with the sequential group rating themselves

lower than the other two groups (Table 1), likely because

for many of these participants, L1 was no longer their

primary language of communication. However, on an

English vocabulary test (Picture Vocabulary Test, NIH

Toolbox) the groups performed similarly (F(2,50) = 0.39,

p= 0.68). There was also a trend for the groups to differ

with respect to the duration of musical training, with the

monolinguals having (on average) fewer years of

musical training than the two bilingual groups (Table 1).

Previous work utilizing the same ‘‘da” stimulus as the

current investigation found that young adult musicians

did not differ from non-musicians with respect to the

FFR-F0 response (Parbery-Clark et al., 2009). However,

because of the previously established relationship

between FFR-F0 amplitude and musical training for other

stimuli (Bidelman and Krishnan, 2010; Skoe and Kraus,

2012; Weiss and Bidelman, 2015), we included the dura-

tion of musical training (years) as a covariate in all

analyses.
Electrophysiological recording

FFRs were recorded to a synthesized speech

syllable /da/. To facilitate comparisons with previous
FFR investigations, the stimulus was identical to that

used in Krizman et al., 2012, with similar recording param-

eters. The stimulus, which has been described in detail

elsewhere (e.g., Johnson et al., 2008; Song et al., 2012;

Coffey et al., 2016), is a 170-ms six-formant sound, with

a stable F0 at 100 Hz. During the first 50 ms, the first for-

mant (F1) ramps up in frequency from 400 to 720 Hz, and

F2 and F3 ramp down (1700–1240 and 2850–2500 Hz,

respectively). This formant transition period is followed

by a 120-ms vowel period, during which the F0 and all for-

mants are constant. For the entire syllable, F4–F6 are

held constant at 3330, 3750, and 4900 Hz.

The phonemes /d/ and /a/ are included in the phonetic

inventories of many languages (Maddieson, 1984), mak-

ing them nearly language universal. Among the lan-

guages spoken by our bilingual participants, all have

some variant of a voiced alveolar/dental stop (/d/) as well

as an open central vowel (/a/) (Maddieson, 1984). The

particular synthesized [da] stimulus token used in our

study was created to be language neutral; it does not

strongly invoke a particular language, especially when

played in fast repetition under conditions of passive listen-

ing, as was done here.

Stimulus delivery was controlled in MATLAB R2015a

using Psychophysics Toolbox extensions (Brainard,

1997; Pelli, 1997). The stimulus was outputted by a

USB-powered external sound card (M-Audio M-Track) at

an LAeq of 75.2 dB and a rate that varied between

4.5–4.8 Hz. Stimuli were presented to the right ear in

alternating polarities through a Mu-metal electromagneti-

cally (EM) shielded transducer (ER-3), with custom EM
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shielding provided by Intelligent Hearing Systems Miami,

Florida, USA. The sound outputted by the transducer was

delivered into the ear canal via 10 cm of plastic tubing that

had a foam ear insert (ER3-14, Etymotic Research Inc.,

Elk Grove Village, Illinois, USA) secured to its terminus.

The audio stimulus was also routed from the soundcard

through a StimTrak box (Brain Products GMBH) into an

auxiliary channel of the EEG amplifier (actiCHamp ampli-

fier, Brain Products GMBH). This auxiliary recording pro-

vided accurate stimulus timing information when

averaging the responses offline.

A three-electrode vertical, ipsilateral montage was

used, measuring from Cz to the right ear, with the

ground electrode placed on the forehead. Prior to

placing the Ag–AgCl multitrodes on the scalp, the

electrode sites were mildly exfoliated to produce

impedances under 5 kOhms. The electrodes were

plugged into a bipolar amplifier that provided a gain

factor of 50 (EP-preamp module, Brain Products,

GmbH, Gilching, Germany). The bipolar amplifier

interfaced with the actiCHamp amplifier (Brain Products

GMBH) through a splitter box. Recordings were made

with a 25-kHz sampling rate in the Recorder software

(Brain Products, GmbH), with no on-line filters applied.

All recordings were made passively with the

participant sitting reclined comfortably in an EM-shielded

double-walled sound booth (IAC Acoustics, Winchester,

United Kingdom) while watching a self-selected, muted

video with English captions. The video was projected

onto the wall of the booth, about five feet from the

participant’s head, using a ceiling mounted LCD

projector placed outside the booth window. As is

common for FFR experiments, participants were

instructed to sit quietly in the dimmed room and watch

the video (Skoe and Kraus, 2010).

Data averaging and analysis

Data averaging and analysis utilized custom routines

developed by the first author. In MATLAB, the

electrophysiological responses were filtered from 80 to

950 Hz using a third order, one dimensional Butterworth

filter. The recording was then epoched using a 230-ms

window that spanned 30 ms prior to stimulus onset, and

extended 200 ms after stimulus onset. The timing of

each stimulus onset was derived from the auxiliary

channel recording. After excluding epochs in which the

amplitude exceeded ±140 lV, 2000 trials of each

stimulus polarity (4000 trials total) were averaged. The

process of averaging responses to alternating stimulus

polarities accentuates the lower frequency components

of the FFR, including the response to the F0 (Chimento

and Schreiner, 1990; Aiken and Picton, 2008).

As in Krizman et al., 2012, the FFR amplitude was cal-

culated separately for the response to the formant transi-

tion region and the response to the steady-state (vowel)

region. These time regions (20–60, 60–180 ms), take into

account the lag between the stimulus onset and the emer-

gence of the phase-locked FFR (�20 ms) in addition to

the time it takes for the phase-locked response to ramp

down after stimulus offset. Although the F0 is stable

throughout, the amplitude of the response to the F0 varies
between these two time regions as a consequence of the

unique spectrotemporal make-up of the formant frequen-

cies of the stimulus during the formant transition versus

the steady-state region (Skoe et al., 2011). For each time

region, the long-term spectral profile of the FFR was

derived using a discrete fast Fourier transform (FFT),

after first applying a Hanning ramp. Zero-padding was

applied as part of the FFT to increase the sampling rate

of the spectral estimate, yielding a spectral resolution of

1 Hz. The output was scaled to microvolts by taking the

absolute value of the FFT and then multiplying the output

by two divided by the signal length. To derive the ampli-

tude of the FFR-F0 response, the spectral amplitudes

were averaged between 80 and 120 Hz, as in Krizman

et al., 2012. To derive the amplitude of the FFR-

harmonic response, we adopted a similar approach to

previous reports (Parbery-Clark et al., 2009; Krizman

et al., 2015a): first, the response amplitude to each har-

monic (between H2 and H8) was found by averaging over

40-Hz bins surrounding integer multiples of 100 Hz, then

the responses were averaged across the seven harmon-

ics to derive a composite measure of harmonic encoding.

In addition to calculating the spectral amplitude of the

response to the F0 (as was done in (Krizman et al.,

2012)), we probed other dimensions of the phase-locked

neural response to F0 beyond its magnitude. These addi-

tional measures of phase-locking precision included: (1)

the bandwidth of phase-locked response to F0 (Q-3 Band-

width); (2) The accuracy of the FFR to capture 100 Hz, the

driving frequency (Frequency Error); and (3) the ‘‘Pitch
Strength” of the phase-locked response (Krishnan et al.,

2005, 2011). To calculate the bandwidth (Q-3), we first

identified the dominant spectral peak in the 80–120-Hz

range of each long-term response spectrum, to extract

the center frequency, fc. From there, we calculated the fre-

quency range or Df that was 3 dB down from either side of

fc, after first converting the signal to dB. Q-3 Bandwidth

was defined as Df, with higher values reflective of wider

bandwidths. Frequency Error was defined as the absolute

value of 100 Hz minus fc (Song et al., 2008; Li and Jeng,

2011). Pitch Strength was derived from the long-term

autocorrelation function of the time–amplitude response

waveform by finding the height of the first peak in the auto-

correlogram (Krishnan et al., 2005, 2011). For a signal with

a F0 of 100 Hz, the first peak occurs at a time lag of 10 ms.

Larger Pitch Strength values (closer to one) are reflective

of responses that are more periodic in nature.

Verifying neural origin of the recordings

Stimulus artifact is a concern when measuring FFRs,

given the early latency of the response and its close

resemblance to the stimulus (Akhoun et al., 2008; Skoe

and Kraus, 2010; Campbell et al., 2012). To safeguard

against stimulus artifact, a number of precautions were

taken including (1) using Mu-metal shielded transducers,

(2) using tubephones to create distance between the

transducer and the electrodes placed on the scalp, and

(3) using alternating polarity stimulation. As a demonstra-

tion of the combined effectiveness of these techniques,

FFRs were recorded in a single participant using the

standard testing procedures and then again with the same
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procedures except with tape covering the tubephones that

blocked the participant from hearing the sound stimulus

(Fig. 1). The two recordings were processed in the same

fashion and then plotted in the frequency domain, using a

running window spectrogram to illustrate spectral ampli-

tudes over time. In Fig. 1, note that the spectral peaks that

are present at 100 Hz (F0) and its harmonics when the

participant can hear the stimulus are absent when the

sound is playing using the same hardware and software

but is inaudible to the participant. From this we conclude

that our measurement of the FFR reflects neurogenic

activity and that the electrical activity recorded at the F0

and its harmonics is not an artifact produced by our

equipment.

RESULTS

To test whether the previous findings generalized to adult

bilinguals (Krizman et al., 2012), we began by comparing

the magnitude of the phase-locked response to F0

between monolinguals and simultaneous bilinguals. The

groups were compared using a multivariate analysis of

covariance (ANCOVA), which like all other subsequent

analysis covaried for the duration of musical training

(Table 1). As in the Krizman et al., 2012 study, the groups

did not differ for the transition region of the stimulus (20–

60 ms time window (F(1,29) = 1.85, p= 0.19)), but they

did differ for the steady-state region corresponding to the

vowel (F(1,29) = 5.57, p= 0.025), where the simultane-

ous bilinguals were found to have more robust phase-

locked responses to F0 (Fig. 2). As a further replication

of the previous work, no main effect of group was evident

for the phase-locked response to the harmonics (compos-

ite measure H2–H8, F(1,29) = 0.11, p= 0.74) (Fig. 2). In

Fig. 2 (top right panel), the group-average amplitudes are

plotted for the response to F0 and its harmonics (up to

H8), to illustrate that the effect is limited to 100 Hz (the

F0) and does not extend to the higher speech harmonics.

The next set of analyses examined whether the age of

L2 acquisition (L2-AoA) influenced the magnitude of the
Fig. 1. The frequency-following response (FFRs) to the fundamental frequen

not artifact. ‘‘FFRs” were first measured with the insert earphone placed in th

sound output at a LAeq of 75.2 dB (left). For comparison, the sound was the

same hardware-software setup but with the output of the tubephones m

making the sound inaudible to the listener (right). Recordings are plotted usi

spectrogram to illustrate the spectral profile of the recording over time. In th

(left), there are clear energy bands at 100 Hz, the fundamental frequency

stimulus, as well as its harmonics. When the stimulus is played in the s

equipment, same software, and same intensity) but the sound is made inau

there is no discernable information present at the F0 or harmonics.
phase-locked response to F0. This was done by

introducing the simultaneous bilingual group into the

analysis. Previous work in children (ages 8–9) found

that the magnitude of the phase-locked response to F0

was larger in children who learned L1 and L2

simultaneously compared to those who learned L1 and

L2 sequentially. In our dataset, the age of L2 exposure

spanned from 0 to 18 years, with a heavier sampling on

the younger than the older end of the spectrum. Fig. 3

shows the mean, along with the distribution of the FFR-

F0 responses, for each L2-AoA sub-grouping compared

to the monolinguals. For the small number of

participants who learned L2 after age 9, Fig. 3 reveals

that the magnitude of the FFR-F0 response falls on the

lower end of the range of values expressed in the other

groups; however, due to the limited sample, these four

data points were not included in any statistical

treatments. To examine the effect of AoA on the

magnitude of the FFR-F0 response during the steady-

state region, we focused only on those who learned L2

before age 9 (n= 33), and we refer to this subset of

bilinguals as ‘‘early bilinguals”. Within this group of early

bilinguals, no main effect of L2-AoA was found when

considering the three AoA groupings (F(2,29) = 0.08,

p= 0.93), even when co-varying for the current age of

the participants (in addition to the duration of musical

training) (F(2,28) = 0.13, p= 0.88). As a complement

to this analysis, we examined the relationship between

the FFR-F0 amplitude (during the steady-state period)

and total years of bilingual experience. For this, we

again covaried for the duration of musical training. The

outcomes of this partial correlational analysis revealed

that years of total bilingual experience, which spanned

from 15 to 28 years in this group of early bilinguals, did

not correlate with the FFR-F0 amplitude (r= �0.17,

p= 0.36).

Although the three AoA groups did not differ from each

other, they (collectively as a composite group of 33 early

bilinguals) differed from the monolinguals with respect to
cy (F0) is neurogenic

e ear canal with the

n played through the

echanically blocked,

ng a running window

e standard condition

(F0) of the speech

ame fashion (same

dible to the listener,
the FFR-F0 amplitude for the vowel

region (F(1,46) = 5.89, p= 0.02)

(Fig. 4). Moreover, although the

monolinguals had less musical

training on average than the

bilinguals (Table 1), FFR-F0

amplitude did not vary as a function

of the duration of musical experience

(r(49) = 0.11, p= 0.45). The group

difference for FFR-F0 held even after

removing the tonal language

speakers (n= 6; Punjabi � 2,

Mandarin � 2, Mandarin � 1, Fuzhou

dialect of Chinese) from the sample

of the early bilinguals (F(1,40) =

5.05, p= 0.03). For all subsequent

analyses, the data were pooled

across the early bilinguals, including

both tonal and non-tonal speakers.

After observing that the early adult

bilinguals had larger phase-locked

neural responses to the F0 than their



Fig. 2. Bilinguals show larger neural response to the fundamental frequency (F0) in the frequency

following response (FFR) to the vowel component of the /da/ speech stimulus (60–180 ms). In the

top left, the group average response spectra are plotted for the simultaneous bilinguals (red) and

monolinguals (black) for the vowel-region of the response. Note that the response at 100 Hz, the

F0 of the stimulus, is larger in the simultaneous bilinguals and that the response to the harmonics

(integer multiples of F0) is more comparable for the two groups. In the top right, the group mean

±1 standard error of the mean are plotted for the average response amplitude of 40-Hz bins

surrounding the F0 (80–120 HZ) and each of its harmonics (H2: 180–220 Hz, H3: 280–320 Hz,

etc.). In the bottom left, the group average response spectrogram is plotted for the simultaneous

bilinguals to illustrate how the response to the F0 varies over the duration of the stimulus.

Compared to the simultaneous bilinguals, the monolinguals (bottom right) have a reduced

response to the F0 during the vowel portion of the response (60–180 ms). (For interpretation of the

references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. The amplitude of the frequency following response (FFR) to the fundamental frequency

(F0) as a function of the age of language acquisition (AoA) for the second language (L2). For each

AoA subgroup, the bars reflect the group average amplitude and dots reflect individual data points

for the response, averaged over the 80–120-Hz bin. For the three subgroups that learned L2 early

in life (0–3, 3–6, 6–9 years), the amplitude of the F0 does not display AoA-dependent effects. The

group plotted in red represents the simultaneous bilinguals (AoA = 0–3 years), whereas the

groups plotted in blue represent the sequential bilinguals in the dataset. (For interpretation of the

references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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monolingual counterparts, we then

probed other dimensions of the

neural response. Within the response

to the steady-state region of the

stimulus, we assessed the accuracy

of the FFR to capture the driving

frequency (Frequency Error), the

bandwidth of the FFR-F0 (Q-3

Bandwidth), and the Pitch Strength of

the phase-locked response. On

average, the early bilingual group

had more precise phase-

locking compared to the monolingual

group, as indicated by lower

Frequency Error (0.88 Hz ± 5.53 vs.

2.50 Hz ± 4.57), narrower Q-3
Bandwidth (15.93 ± 4.34 Hz vs.

18.50 ± 17.00 Hz) and higher Pitch

Strength (0.60 ± 0.18 vs. 0.54

± 0.21) (Fig. 4). However, none of

these differences were statistically

significant (F(1,46) = 0.67, p= 0.42;

F(1,46) = 0.23, p= 0.631; F(1,46) =
0.49, p= 0.49 for Frequency Error,

Q-3 Bandwidth, and Pitch Strength,
respectively). Thus, the primary

difference between the early

bilinguals and monolinguals appears

to be that the early bilinguals

have larger phase-locked responses

to the F0.
DISCUSSION

We compared differences in basic

auditory processing between

monolinguals and bilinguals of

diverse language backgrounds using

the FFR, a phase-locked neural

response, and found that early

bilingualism is associated with more

robust neural responses to the F0,

an important acoustic cue for

linguistic and non-linguistic

communication. This finding of

enhanced (i.e., larger) neural

responses to the F0 in adult early

bilinguals replicates previous work in

Spanish-English bilingual

adolescents that used the same

stimulus, with similar recording

parameters. This replication of

findings is even more striking when

you consider that outside of having

been exposed to two phonetic

systems, ‘‘no two bilinguals, or

groups of bilinguals are the same”

(Hartsuiker, 2015). By demonstrating

that the magnitude of the neural

response to the F0 is larger in early

bilinguals of various ages and back-



Fig. 4. Comparisons between early bilinguals (gray, n= 33) and monolinguals (black, n= 16) on

various dimensions of the frequency following response (FFR) to the fundamental frequency (F0).

Early bilinguals are defined based on having learned their second language before age 9. In panel

(A), the group average response spectra are plotted for the vowel-region of the response. The

spectrum is plotted to highlight the neural response at 100 Hz, the F0 of the speech stimulus. For

illustrative purposes, the Q-3 Bandwidth of each group average spectrum is plotted in panel A

using horizontal lines. In panel (B), the group average autocorrelation functions are plotted. Pitch
Strength is defined as the magnitude of the first peak of the autocorrelation function. In the lower

panels (C-F), group means for the FFR-F0 amplitude (C), Frequency Error (D), Q-3 Bandwidth (E),

and Pitch Strength (F) measures are plotted. The FFR-F0 amplitude measure represents the

average response between 80 and 120 Hz, following the procedures described in Krizman et al.,

2012 (Krizman et al., 2012). Errorbars represent one standard error of the mean. This graph

illustrates that the early bilinguals have larger, but not more precise, phase-locked responses to a

speech stimulus with a steady-state F0. *<0.05
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grounds, this serves as compelling support for our

hypothesis that enhanced FFR-F0 responses is a hall-

mark feature of early exposure to multiple languages

and not a unique characteristic of Spanish-English bilin-

guals. Moreover, by showing that the effect of early bilin-

gualism is specific to the magnitude of the FFR-F0

response (and not the magnitude of the response to the

harmonics nor measures of phase-locking precision),

our findings, together with the previous work, suggest that

bilingualism is associated with increased neural gain that

is specific to the F0 of auditory input.

Bilingualism, the ability to speak more than one

language, can be defined across different dimensions,

including, but not limited to, language proficiency, daily

usage of each language, the extent of code-switching,

and age of language acquisition (Hamers and Blanc,

2000; Hapsburg and Peña, 2002). The current study

focused on the timeline of language acquisition, with an

emphasis on the age of first contact with the L2 (AoA).

In children (ages 8–9 years), the magnitude of the FFR-

F0 response has been shown to decrease as a function

of L2 AoA (Krizman et al., 2015a); although the lack of

a monolingual group in this previous work limited the

scope of how this finding could be interpreted. In the cur-
rent study, where the participants

were more than a decade older (in

addition to representing a more

diverse set of languages), we found

that bilinguals who learned L2 before

age 9 had larger phase-locked

responses to the F0 than monolin-

guals, but that there was no AoA-

graded effect among these bilinguals.

However, we concede that the non-

continuous nature of our AoA index

may be blurring more fine-grained

effects related to AoA and years of

bilingualism effects. With this caveat

in mind, our findings, when inter-

preted together with previous work

(Krizman et al., 2012, 2015a), sug-

gest that any differences observed

between simultaneous and sequential

bilinguals during childhood with

respect to the FFR, may level off over

time as both groups accrue more

experience with L2. Thus, early bilin-

guals who learn L1 and L2 sequen-

tially may initially ‘‘lag” behind those

who learned both simultaneously,

but eventually the sequential learners

may ‘‘catch-up” and converge with the

simultaneous bilinguals to reach com-

parable FFR-F0 responses. The time-

line of this convergence, and the

experiential and neurodevelopmental

factors that contribute to this putative

convergence warrants further investi-

gation. On that note, Fig. 3 reveals

individual variability in the neural mag-

nitude of the response within the dif-

ferent AoA sub-groups, as well as
the monolinguals. This variability is a reminder that the

FFR, like other neural phenomena, is overdetermined.

That is, multiple different endogenous and exogenous

factors can influence the FFR, with bilingualism being just

one of those factors (reviewed in Skoe and Kraus, 2010,

2014; Skoe and Chandrasekaran, 2014). Understanding

how different experiential and genetic factors interact to

shape the auditory system, we believe, is the key to deci-

phering the full-range of individual differences in the FFR

that are observed in typically developing populations

(Chandrasekaran et al., 2012; Hairston et al., 2013;

Skoe et al., 2013, 2017; Skoe and Chandrasekaran,

2014). Our study makes a valuable contribution to this

effort by providing evidence that bilingual experience is

one such factor that must be taken into consideration

when examining neural indices of basic auditory process-

ing in adults. However, our study cannot adequately

address the impact of learning an L2 after age 9, given

the limited number of late bilinguals in our sample. Future

examinations of late bilinguals will need to take into

account age-related changes to the FFR that have

recently been documented (Skoe et al., 2015; Krizman

et al., 2015b). The phase-locked response to the F0
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increases in amplitude between infancy and early child-

hood, reaching its maximum amplitude between ages 5–

8, after which the response amplitude declines progres-

sively. Drawing on work in musicians (Skoe and Kraus,

2013), we hypothesize that the potential for bilingual-

related enhancements of the FFR is greater during the

developmental upswing than at later developmental time

points when bilingual experiences must compete with

developmental processes that contribute to diminished

FFR amplitudes. Coincidentally, the developmental

upswing period coincides with the age window when (spo-

ken) language learning occurs with relative ease, com-

pared to later in life (Johnson and Newport, 1989).

Longitudinal studies are needed to test this developmen-

tally constrained hypothesis of experience-dependent

auditory plasticity and to understand its full ramifications.

Our recruitment efforts yielded a diverse sampling of

languages, allowing us to make statements about the

cross-linguistic generalizability of our findings. However,

our sampling was by no means exhaustive, leaving

questions open for future work. For instance, because

all of the individuals in this and the previous FFR

bilingual studies spoke English in combination with

another language, more extensive cross-linguistic

analyses are needed to rule out the unlikely possibility

that English is a driving factor. Follow-up studies should

also explore how different languages act in isolation and

combination to affect the FFR. This issue is of particular

importance for tonal languages given the role of F0 in

establishing lexical pitch. Previous investigations of

Mandarin and Vietnamese speakers suggest that

experience with a tonal language endows more robust

and faithful FFR tracking of pitch in linguistic and non-

linguistic contexts (Krishnan et al., 2009). Much of this

work has focused on the precision with which vocal F0

is tracked within a dynamic pitch contour, using measures

of autocorrelation (Pitch Strength) and Frequency Error

(in Hz), with less focus on the spectral magnitude of the

FFR to the F0 (Krishnan et al., 2005, 2009; Krishnan

and Gandour, 2009; Jeng et al., 2011). The current study

found that early bilinguals had larger neural phase-locked

responses to the F0 than monolinguals for a speech stim-

ulus with a flat F0 contour but that the precision of the

phase-locked response was not different between groups,

as assessed by the Q-3 Bandwidth, Frequency Error, and
Pitch Strength of the response to F0. The few studies of

tonal language speakers that have examined the spectral

magnitude of the FFR report a variety of outcomes,

including: (1) that the magnitude of the neural response

to the second harmonic is consistently larger for Mandarin

speakers relative to English speakers across the four

Mandarin pitch contours (Krishnan et al., 2005); (2) that

there is a gradation of the F0 response as a function on

the linguistic-status of the stimulus timbre (Krishnan

et al., 2011); and (3) that tonal language speakers have

larger FFR-F0 responses to musical notes compared to

non-musician, non-tonal language speakers but not

compared to musicians without tonal language experi-

ence (Bidelman et al., 2011). Thus, with respect to the

magnitude of the FFR-F0 response, there are apparent

similarities between our findings and previous work in
tonal language speakers, suggesting a possible con-

founding effect of bilingualism in this previous work. This

opens the previous findings on tonal language speakers

up for reinterpretation (Bidelman et al., 2011; Krishnan

et al., 2011), especially given that our primary finding of

enhanced FFR-F0 responses held even after removing

the tonal language speakers from the sample, and also

when accounting for differences in musical training. One

aspect that goes undiscussed, or at best under dis-

cussed, in the previous work is that the tonal language

speakers were typically college-students at an American

university, implying that they had sufficient English skills,

and by extension were sufficiently bilingual, to be consid-

ered a native speaker of a tonal language and to be

enrolled at an English-speaking university. While we do

not go so far as to claim that all demonstrations of

enhanced FFRs in tonal language speakers are due to

their bilingual status, we do raise the possibility that the

combination of being a tonal language speaker and being

bilingual might accentuate the degree to which tonal lan-

guage speakers differ from monolinguals, especially with

respect to the magnitude of the phase-locked response

to the F0. In a similar vein, being bilingual in combination

with having extensive musical training, might likewise

compound the differences between bilinguals and mono-

linguals with respect to the FFR-F0 response (Skoe and

Chandrasekaran, 2014). Although we controlled for differ-

ences in musical training in our statistical comparisons,

we recognize the need to further investigate how bilin-

gualism may act in concert with other acoustically

enriched or deprived conditions to influence the neural

response to the F0 (Skoe and Chandrasekaran, 2014;

Krizman et al., 2016b).
Neural mechanisms

The FFR is a far-field neural response resulting from

phase-locked activity to the stimulus along the auditory

neuroaxis (Moushegian et al., 1973; Krishnan, 2006).

There are ample demonstrations of the plastic,

experience-dependent nature of the FFR (with respect

to both its magnitude and precision) (e.g., Musacchia

et al., 2007; Song et al., 2008; Krishnan et al., 2009), giv-

ing us firm footing to conclude that the differences

observed between monolinguals and early bilinguals

reflect experience-driven neural mechanisms that lead

to increased neural gain. Drawing on studies of auditory

deprivation and enrichment in animal models, we specu-

late that the group differences are the result of the early

bilinguals being exposed to increased acoustic diversity

during CANS development, a necessary consequence

of listening to and speaking multiple languages early in

life. Based on our pattern of results, these experience-

dependent processes appear to be highly specific, given

that they do not generalize to the higher harmonic compo-

nents of the vowel nor the initial formant transition of the

syllable. With respect to the F0, we observed FFRs of

higher magnitude; yet, this increased gain was not

accompanied by increased phase-locking precision (as

measured by Q3-Bandwidth, Frequency Error, and Pitch
Strength measures). However, we acknowledge that by
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using a stimulus with a flat F0 contour instead of a varying

the F0, that this may not have maximally taxed the audi-

tory system and its phase locking precision. Thus, we

do not rule out the possibility that more precise phase-

locking could be observed in early bilinguals compared

to monolinguals if the F0 contour were more complex.

Phase-locking is a general principle of the central

auditory system. Throughout the auditory system,

neurons synchronize their spiking patterns to, by firing

at a particular phase of the stimulus (Langner, 1992;

Joris et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2006; Middlebrooks, 2008).

The upper frequency limit of phase-locking decreases at

each stage along the CANS pathway, with progressively

longer latencies also being observed. In humans, the

upper limits of phase-locking of various auditory struc-

tures have been difficult to precisely characterize because

of the invasive, intracranial techniques that are required

(Verschooten et al., 2015). Moreover, the upper limits of

phase-locking appear to be highly species-dependent,

which prevents generalization from experimental to

human models (Steinschneider et al., 1980; Langner

and Schreiner, 1988; Kuwada et al., 2002; Liu et al.,

2006; Verschooten et al., 2015). As a result, much of what

we know about the phase-locking properties of the human

auditory system has come from non-invasive techniques

such as the scalp-recorded FFR. For any given stimulus

frequency, the FFR is a composite response, reflecting

the aggregation of volume-conducted activity from differ-

ent auditory structures that are phase-locking to the stim-

ulus. Depending on the frequency of the stimulus, and the

relative latencies of the underlying generators, the

volume-conducted signals from difference sources will

either sum constructively or destructively at the scalp

(Gardi et al., 1979; Tichko and Skoe, 2017). This compos-

ite multi-generator nature of the FFR has led to much

debate over the sources of the FFR, especially for vocal

pitch frequencies (�80–225 Hz), which span a frequency

range where cortical phase-locking transitions from being

weak to being absent (Herdman et al., 2002; Kuwada

et al., 2002). In the case of the current study, we can gain

insight into the putative neural mechanisms by referring to

a recent investigation by Coffey et al. which recorded

magnetoencephalography (MEG) in young adults using

the same speech stimulus (Coffey et al., 2016). Coffey

et al. found that the FFR to the 100 Hz F0 (as measured

by MEG) reflected activity from cochlear nucleus, inferior

colliculus, medial geniculate, and also right auditory cor-

tex, whereas the phase-locked response to the harmonics

(200 Hz and above) were determined to be primarily sub-

cortical in origin (Coffey et al., 2016). Although the weight-

ing of the FFR generators may be different between EEG

and MEG techniques and between individual brains for a

given technique, this recent study offers evidence that the

human auditory cortex can phase lock to frequencies up

to 100 Hz, and that auditory cortex may, therefore, con-

tribute to the FFRs that we recorded. Moreover, although

details about the participants’ language backgrounds

were not provided and so the bilingual status and native

language of the participants cannot be factored into the

interpretation of the results, it’s interesting to note that this

study by Coffey et al. took place in Montreal, a city that
boasts a large bilingual population. With these findings

and details in mind, we put forward several possible

mechanistic scenarios that could give rise to larger FFRs

to an F0 of 100 Hz in early bilinguals. One possibility is

that early bilinguals display a system-wide gain in

phase-locking to the F0, which leads to more robust

phase-locking in multiple generators of the FFR, as a con-

sequence of either more neurons contributing to the FFR

in early bilinguals compared to monolinguals, or the same

set of neurons firing more synchronously in the early bilin-

gual group. A system-wide gain could also potentially

emerge as a consequence of increased top-down corti-

cofugal modulation of the subcortical auditory system by

the auditory cortex (for a review see: (Krishnan et al.,

2010)). A second, but not mutually exclusive, possibility

is that the FFR from early bilinguals includes more cortical

activity for this F0 compared to monolinguals. This sce-

nario is in line with the findings of Ressel et al. (2012)

who found that auditory cortex is larger in early bilinguals

compared to monolinguals (Ressel et al., 2012) and find-

ings by Vihla et al., (2002) who found that bilinguals have

increased auditory cortical activation to pure tones and

speech-like complex sounds. Because cortical generators

have longer ramp-up times (i.e., longer latencies) than

subcortical ones, this may potentially explain why the find-

ings were limited to the latter half of the stimulus.

Although the F0 was stable throughout our stimulus, the

spectrotemporal profiles of the upper harmonics were

dynamic during the first 50 ms of the stimulus and then

stable thereafter. Previous work has highlighted that the

phase of the phase-locked response to F0 of this stimulus

can be influenced by the dynamics of the frequencies that

exceed the phase-locking limits of the auditory system

(Skoe et al., 2011), suggesting that the phase-locked

response at the F0 reflects more than just the response

to the stimulus F0. By adopting a wider array of F0s (that

will tap into cortical vs. subcortical generators to varying

degrees), by using stimuli in which the steady-state and

dynamic portions are counterbalanced (e.g., /da/ vs. /ad/

vs /ada/), and by manipulating the linguistic status of the

stimulus (e.g., native vs. non-native, speech vs. non-

speech), a more nuanced picture of the bilingual auditory

system, as well as the neuromechanistic forces behind

the enhancements observed here will likely emerge. In

addition, the use of FFRs, in combination with other imag-

ing techniques, will allow for further evaluation of whether

the neural gain is local to one generator of the FFR or

more system-wide.
Potential behavioral advantages of enhanced phase-
locked responses to the F0

At this point it remains unclear whether the enhanced

neural response is simply a byproduct of early auditory

enrichment or whether it provides a behavioral

advantage to the bilinguals as adults. In this section we

explore the potential (non-mutually exclusive)

implications of having an enhanced neural response to

the F0. The first possibility is that a heightened neural

response to the F0 might give bilinguals an advantage

on tasks where different F0s must be discriminated,
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such as a pitch discrimination task or an auditory stream

segregation task. It has previously been shown that in

monolingual listeners (ranging in age and hearing

thresholds) that the FFR-F0 magnitude (measured using

a signal to noise measure) relates to frequency

discrimination (Marmel et al., 2013), supporting the possi-

bility that larger neural responses to the F0 in bilinguals

might be associated with more refined sensory acuity

for perceptual tasks that involve the F0, such as fre-

quency/pitch discrimination. In further support of this pos-

sibility, Montagni and Peru (2011) provide evidence that

early exposure to an L2 confers an advantage to pitch

processing tasks for both linguistic and musical stimuli

(Montagni and Peru, 2011). Follow-up studies should also

explore whether bilinguals have better F0 discrimination

on speech and non-speech tasks by using behavioral

and neural tests in which the stimulus token differ mini-

mally in pitch. A second possibility is that a heightened

neural response to the F0 is associated with more fluid

language switching, as well as improved talker learning

and identification, given the importance of F0 in signalling

who is speaking and what language is being spoken

(Kuipers and Thierry, 2010; Bregman et al., 2012). Third,

in monolingual speakers, heightened neural responses to

the F0 have also been associated with better speech per-

ception in noise (Anderson et al., 2010; Song et al., 2010).

This has led to the speculation (Krizman et al., 2016a)

that sensory enhancements of basic auditory cues, such

as the F0, are the outcome of a compensatory mecha-

nism aimed as redressing the issues that bilinguals face

when listening to speech in noise (Mayo et al., 1997;

Shi, 2012). Another question that remains to be

addressed is whether these sensory enhancements gen-

eralize across linguistic and non-linguistic stimuli as well

as static and dynamic F0 contours. Understanding the

generalizability of our findings to other stimuli, would pro-

vide further insight into the potential real-world benefits of

having a heightened neural response to the F0. Bidelman

and colleagues found that tonal language speakers and

musically trained individuals had similar FFR enhance-

ments to musical stimuli relative to monolinguals, but that

unlike the musicians, these enhancements did not trans-

late into heightened musical pitch discrimination abilities

in the tonal language speakers (Bidelman et al., 2011).

This finding, which may be confounded by the bilingual

status of the tonal-language participants (a point raised

above), emphasizes that sensory-level enhancements

do not necessarily translate to overt behavioral advan-

tages, especially for tasks that are either not behaviorally

relevant to the listener or for which the listener has limited

experience. This does not rule out the possibility that sen-

sorineural gains in bilinguals have behavioral correlates

but it suggests that such correlates might be confined to

specific auditory/communicative tasks.
CONCLUSION

In conclusion, our findings converge with previous work to

suggest that early bilinguals from diverse (spoken)

language backgrounds, have enhanced basic

processing of sound that emerges even during pre-
attentive listening. This enhancement gives rise to a

more robust neural response to the F0, not harmonics,

of harmonically complex sounds. The generalizability of

the findings is suggestive of a neural signature of

bilingualism within the CANS (Kraus and Nicol, 2014).
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